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The development of face recognition improvements still lacks knowledge on

what parts of the face are important. In this article, the authors present face

parts analysis to obtain important recognition information in a certain area of

the face, more than just the eye or eyebrow, from the black box perspective.

In addition, the authors propose a more advanced way to select parts without

introducing artifacts using the average face and morphing. Furthermore,

multiple face recognition systems are used to analyze the face component

contribution. Finally, the results show that the four deep face recognition

systems produce a di�erent behavior for each experiment. However, the

eyebrows are still the most important part of deep face recognition systems. In

addition, the face texture played an important role deeper than the face shape.
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Introduction

The face is one part of the human body that is commonly used in biometrics and

forensic identification. It contains discriminative information, allowing people to be

recognized. Automatic face recognition systems exploit this information to compare face

images to other face images or face models. The main steps in facial recognition are face

detection, face alignment, feature extraction, and classification.

Some challenges affect Face Recognition (FR) performance, for instance, partial

occlusion. Recently, the COVID-19 pandemic affected the world and created a new

normal that covering the face with a mask is an obligation. Extreme occlusion,

particularly covering a large area of the face (for example, by a balaclava or hazmat suit),

also is a major challenge in face recognition. It leaves only a small area of the face visible

and thus significantly decreases recognition performance.

In recent years, the study of the face part’s contribution to recognition has been

studied extensively as part of solving FR challenges. The masking of a certain face area

and partial occlusion were commonly used to demonstrate a decrease in performance.

Most of the works investigated the impact of masking face regions on classical face

recognition methods. Only a few studies were published on the impact of deep
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learning-based face recognition. Radji et al. (2015) analyzed

the impact of eyebrows and eyes removal on traditional FR

by blurring those areas. Hofer et al. (2021) blacked out

certain face areas (eyes, nose, and mouth) and analyzed

how three state-of-the-art face detection methods (MTCNN,

Retinaface, and DLIB) were affected. They also concluded

that the region around the nose plays an important role

in face detection. Lestriandoko et al. (2019) analyzed the

different frequency band contributions to recognition using

DWT and LBP. They also presented a block-based area

contribution. Furthermore, there were some works on partial

occlusion to improve face recognition of partly occluded faces.

Zhao et al. (2021) improved FaceNet based on the attention

mechanism to address the partial occlusion challenge. Scarf

occlusion, glasses, and 10–40% partial face occlusion were

used to show how the proposed methods performed. Damer

et al. (2020) compared the effect of wearing masks on three

deep face recognition methods: ArcFace, SphereFace, and a

commercial system COTS (MegaMatcher 11.2 SDK from the

vendor Neurotechnology). The experimental results showed

that wearing a mask decreased the performance of open face

recognition systems (ArcFace and SphereFace). However, the

COTS still worked well without any significant performance

drop.Malakar et al. (2021) reconstructed the occluded area using

PCA, then classified the features using FaceNet. They improved

performance by up to 15%. Furthermore, Mohammad et al.

(2019) solved one of the challenges, that is, face with eyeglasses,

using an eyeglasses frame removal method to improve face

recognition on datasets containing eyeglasses. An overview of

the current face recognition system response to occluded areas

and how they solved the occlusion challenges was published

by Zeng et al. (2021). The researcher classified the techniques

of face recognition under occlusion into three categories:

occlusion robust feature extraction (ORFE), occlusion aware

face recognition (OAFR), and occlusion recovery-based face

recognition (ORecFR). Another study (Zhang et al., 2020)

reviewed the methods of occlusion in 2D face detection, 2D face

recognition, and 3D face recognition.

Although some methods successfully localized certain parts

of the face, and even retrained the network using this area, the

understanding of the contribution of face components for deep

face recognition remains limited. This article attempts to answer

the research question: In terms of location, what is the important

information in the face for recognition? The goal is to obtain

knowledge of the face component’s contribution to deep face

recognition by removing certain information in the image. We

used the average face morphing to remove certain information

in the face. The face components’ contribution is obtained by

observing the response of four deep face recognition systems:

DLIB (King, 2009), FaceNet (Schroff et al., 2015), ArcFace (Deng

et al., 2019), and a commercial FR system FaceVacs (FaceVACS

Engine 9.4.0., 2020).

The main contributions of this article are as follows.

1. An advanced way to select parts without introducing artifacts

using the average face and morphing.

2. A comprehensive analysis of the face

component contribution.

3. A comparative evaluation of the response of four deep face

recognition systems.

The structure of the article is organized as follows. Section

Related works presents related work. Then, the proposed

methods are described in Section Proposed methods. Next,

Section Experimental results reports the experimental results.

Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section Discussion

and conclusions.

Related works

Block-based analysis

Understanding the impact of facial characteristics is relevant

for the further development of face recognition. Some research

in this area has highlighted the role of certain face features

for recognition, such as the eyes, eyebrows, ears, mouth, and

nose. As in previous research, the face parts analysis for the

classic method was performed by applying block-based analysis.

Tome et al. (2013) separated the face into 15 facial regions and

used PCA-SVM for feature extraction and classification. Their

results showed that the nose area has significant discriminative

power that gives near to full-face performance. However, the

separation of face parts was not optimal because the nose

region still contained a small part of the eyes and eyebrows. A

similar method was presented by Juefei-Xu and Savvides (2011),

which used eyebrows as a stand-alone biometric for recognition.

Researchers compared the importance of eyebrows, eyes, and

full face. Their results showed that eyebrows are a promising

biometric for identifying people. Furthermore, Ahonen et al.

(2004), Caifeng et al. (2005), Nikisins and Greitans (2012),

and Loderer et al. (2015) analyzed the importance of the area

(blocked-based area) of the face for recognition or detection

using LBP. In detail, Lestriandoko et al. (2019) also compared

the discriminative area of LBP between the clear dataset and the

dataset containing face expression. They found that the dataset

with face expression variation produced a smaller area of the

discriminative component, especially on the face component

shape. In contrast, almost the whole face component was

meaningful for LBP on the clear dataset. Still, in the context of

face components, face geometry, and texture also play a role in

face recognition and detection.

Geometry analysis

Some previous works also analyzed the role of face geometry

in recognition. Most of them used face geometry for expression
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or emotion recognition. Lin et al. (2021) proposed an emotion

recognition system based on the face component geometry

(face landmarks) mask. A deep learning Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) is used for classification. Oztel et al. (2018)

proposed facial expression recognition using eyes and eyebrows

geometry only. They claimed their method was robust to

lower face occlusions andmotion. Furthermore, García-Ramírez

et al. (2018) proposed mouth and eyebrow segmentation and

interpolated polynomial feature extraction. In that study, the

mouth and eyebrows geometry played an important role in

emotion recognition.

Masking and removing face components

The other ways to analyze the contribution of face parts

are face part removal and masking (face occlusion). Spreeuwers

et al. (2014) defined 30 mask regions by covering and excluding

certain kinds of variation, for example, excluding eyes and

mouth. For each region, a separate classifier is designed. By

the use of Fixed FAR Vote Fusion, they successfully improved

the recognition performance. In the same area, Trigueros et al.

(2018) trained a CNN architecture using various occlusions

with various intensities, noise types, and noise levels to find

out which part of the face is more important for facial

recognition. The resulting knowledge was then used to improve

the CNN robustness against face occlusion. Furthermore, Sadr

et al. (2003) described a novel approach to determining the

importance of facial parts. The eyes and eyebrows were removed

by the Photoshop clone function, and they observed how the

recognition performance decreased. The results demonstrated

that the eyebrows influence the performance as significantly

as the eyes. Radji et al. (2014) described a similar way of

determining the importance of eyes and eyebrows on FR using

various traditional methods, that is, PCA, SVD, DWT, DCT,

and DWT-SVD. They showed that removal of the eyebrows

decreased recognition performance. However, there was a

limitation to their experiments in that the used datasets were too

small so any conclusions would lack validity.

Face manipulation using morphing

Face manipulation using morphing was commonly used

to attack the human identity on the recognition system. The

morphing produced smooth changes of face shape and texture,

seamless, and low distortion. Qin et al. (2021) proposed a

method of morphing attacks on partial face components. They

compared the vulnerability of the face recognition system

to morphing attacks on nine partial face components and

showed that the nose and eyes produced the biggest impact.

Furthermore, Midtun et al. (2017) presented the use of average

faces to anonymize faces in journalism. The whole face

morphing successfully removed the main identity. However, the

non-facial attributes, for example, hair style and clothes, still

gave enough information for the reader to recognize the person.

Proposed methods

We proposed six advanced ways to analyze the face

component contribution as follows, related to the shape and

geometry of the face parts.

a) NDT: Non Discriminative Texture

b) iNDT: Inverse Non-Discriminative Texture

c) NDTS: Non Discriminative Texture and Shape

d) iNDTS: Inverse Non-Discriminative Texture and Shape

e) NDS: Non Discriminative Shape

f) iNDS: Inverse Non-Discriminative Texture and Shape

For each method, except for NDS and iNDS, the morphing

was applied to single and multi-components of the face below.

1. Eyebrows (numbers 18–27 of DLIB points)

2. Eyes (numbers 37–48 of DLIB points)

3. Nose (numbers 28–36 of DLIB points)

4. Mouth (numbers 49–60 of DLIB points)

5. Eyebrows-Eyes

6. Eyebrows-Nose

7. Eyebrows-Mouth

8. Eyes-Nose

9. Eyes-Mouth

10. Nose-Mouth

11. Eyebrows-Eyes-Nose

12. Eyebrows-Eyes-Mouth

13. Eyebrows-Nose-Mouth

14. Eyes-Nose-Mouth

15. Eyebrows-Eyes-Nose-Mouth

Initially, the mean of all registered datasets was calculated as

the average face that will be used in all experiments to remove

the discrimination information on the face. Next, we applied the

morphing using six advanced ways (NDT, iNDT, NDTS, iNDTS,

NDS, and iNDS) to a particular area of the face, for example, the

eyebrows-nose. Then, the verification was established on four

deep face recognition systems. For similarity matric calculation,

both of gallery and probe were the modified face. Thus, we did

not take into account the contribution of specific face parts for

the similarity score. Finally, False Non-Match Rate (FNMR),

False Match Rate (FMR), and Detection Error Tradeoff (DET)

were used to analyze the response of deep face recognition

systems to face components removal.

Average face calculation

The average face was generated from the FRGCv2 dataset

containing 2,000 controlled images from 100 individuals, facial

expression, slightly pose, male and female gender, various races,
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skin tones, and ages. Figure 1 shows the method of average

face calculation. First, all images of the FRGCv2 dataset were

aligned based on five landmark points, that is, four points eyes

corner, and a nose peak point, using DLIB alignment. Then, we

extracted the 68 face landmarks for the whole dataset. The mean

points were obtained by averaging the 2,000 face landmarks of

the dataset. That mean point was used to re-align the dataset to

the same 68 landmarks using the morphing. This step affected

the shape of the face and produced some weird faces. However,

the process goal was to generate a perfect and clear average

face. Thus, the method required that all images were in the

precise landmarks.

Face morphing

Face morphing is an image manipulation method to

combine two separate faces image into a new image. Normally,

the face morph uses weighted landmark points to control the

desired face. However, we used a modified face morphing to

change the discrimination information in a specific face area in

the experiments.

All methods used similar steps, that is, morphing points

target calculation, creating the Delaunay triangles, and image

transformation. The seamless method, introduced by Pérez

et al. (2003), was used at the end of the morphing process to

make the cropping border smoother. It adapted the texture and

illumination of the object into the color of the background.

Moreover, the differences between the six experiments, as shown

in Table 1, were in the use of input and target image, the use of

facial landmarks, and the morphing target.

Non-discriminative texture and inverse
non-discriminative texture

The NDT method replaced the face component using the

morphed average face. The goal is to remove the inner face

component without changing the shape/geometry. The steps of

NDT, as shown in Figure 2, are described as follows.

1. Morph partial part of the average face geometry to the

original face landmarks.

2. Replace the original face part with the average

face component.

3. Smooth the contrast between cropped part and background

using a seamless method.

iNDT has similar steps to NDT. However, iNDT inversed the

use of average face and original face. The aim is to exclude only

the discrimination information of specific face components. In

other words, the iNDT removes all discrimination information

in the face, except the detail or texture of particular face

components. This method replaced the average face component

FIGURE 1

The calculation of an average face. The process required all images were in the same landmarks.
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using the morphed original face parts without changing the

shape/geometry. The method is arranged as follows.

1. Morph partial part of the original face geometry to the

average face landmarks.

2. Replace the average face part with the original

face component.

3. Smooth the contrast between cropped part and background

using a seamless method.

Non-discriminative texture and shape
and inverse non-discriminative texture
and shape

This method removed the original face components’

geometry and texture using average face parts replacement on

the original face. The aim is to exclude the discrimination

information of the face components completely, that is, remove

both the face part shape and pattern. The NDTS steps, as shown

in Figure 3, are determined as follows.

1. Specify the larger area of a specific face component that

covers the face component geometry.

2. Morph the original face component geometry only (not the

whole geometry) to the average face.

3. Replace the original face part with the average

face component.

4. Smooth the contrast between cropped part and background

using a seamless method.

For the iNDTS, the use of geometry morphing was inversed.

The aim is to remove the average face shape and texture using the

original face parts replacement on the average face. This method

removed all discrimination information in the face except the

shape and details of specific face components. The steps are

as follows.

1. Specify the larger area of a specific face component that

covers the face component geometry.

2. Morph the average face component geometry to the

original face.

3. Replace the average face part with the original

face component.

4. Smooth the contrast between cropped part and background

using a seamless method.

Non-discriminative shape and inverse
non-discriminative shape

The NDS experiment removed only the original face shape

using geometry face morphing to the average face, without

changing the texture. The method is similar to the alignment

TABLE 1 The di�erences in face morphing methods.

Methods Input Target Morph area Landmark

NDT Original image Average image Inner texture Face parts

iNDT Average image Original image Inner texture Face parts

NDTS Original image Average image Shape and texture Face parts

iNDTS Average image Original image Shape and texture Face parts

NDS Original image Average image Shape Whole face

iNDS Average image Original image Shape Whole face

process for face registration. Thus, the original face landmarks

were changed into the average face landmarks. The steps, as

shown in Figure 4, are defined as follows.

1. Extract the face landmarks.

2. Morph the original face geometry to the average

face geometry.

On the other hand, iNDS morphed the average face

geometry into the original face geometry. Therefore, the shape

of the average face mimicked the shape of the original face. The

steps are described as follows.

1. Extract the face landmarks.

2. Morph the average face geometry to the original

face geometry.

Experimental results

Dataset and preprocessing

We used 2,000 samples from the FRGCv2 dataset (Phillips

et al., 2005) containing controlled images, 20 images per person,

100 individuals, and registered to a 60% scale which included

the amount of background. The cropped face images were

resized to 150× 150 pixels. Moreover, the dataset also contained

facial expressions.

We also ensured that all images are aligned by DLIB

alignment before applying average face calculation and

morphing experiments. The alignment was based on five

face landmarks that are a part of 68 DLIB face landmarks.

These five points are the four points of the left and right eye

corners and the nose peak. Before feature extraction, the face

recognition systems detect and crop the face automatically.

DLIB provides two face detection methods: HOG+Linear SVM

(Dalal and Triggs, 2005) and MMOD CNN (King, 2015). For

the experiments, we used the HOG+Linear SVM method to

detect faces and the DLIB shape predictor to extract the 68 face

landmarks. On the other hand, FaceNet used MTCNN (Zhang

et al., 2016) and ArcFace used SSD-face (Liu et al., 2016) to

detect the face. Both of them are based on a Convolutional

Neural Network (CNN) to detect multiple faces in the image.
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FIGURE 2

The non-discriminative texture (NDT) neutralized the discriminative information inside the face components without changing the shape.

Non-discriminative texture

Based on the single-part analysis, NDT only changed the

small area of the face component, especially, the inner detail

of the face component. Figure 5 showed that the dataset with

texture neutralization on a single face component produced a

slight difference in each one’s performance that it was difficult

to see which one was the most important or less important.

But, the graph still indicated that the texture of eyebrows and

nose was the most important component for DLIB and FaceNet.

They produced the highest increase of error in performance

compared to the whole face. The eyebrows texture also had an

important role in ArcFace and Facevacs. On the other hand, the

mouth and eyes texture was a noise on FaceNet. They produced

lower errors than the original face. It indicated that FaceNet

was more sensitive to facial expression, for example, eyes blink,

smile, or laugh.

The multi-part analysis supported the single-part analysis

and showed the order of face part contribution. The order of the

highest contribution on DLIB was eyebrows-eyes-nose-mouth,

eyebrows-nose-mouth, and eyebrows-eyes-nose, respectively.

However, the order was difficult to be defined after the eyebrows-

eyes-nose line. They were overlapping and crossing each other.

Overall, the combination of eyebrows and nose produced the

highest increase of error on DLIB.

Based on the response of FaceNet, the multi-part analysis

produced different behavior compared to DLIB, ArcFace,

and Facevacs. The highest contribution was eyebrows-nose,

eyebrows-eyes-nose-mouth, eyebrows-eyes-nose, and then

other combinations. Although there was a crossing-overlapping

line in FaceNet results, we still can see that the eyebrows-nose

was the most important part for FaceNet. On the other hand, the

eyes and mouth still contained discriminative information, but

they contributed to the FaceNet recognition system as a noise.

For the ArcFace multi-part observation, the eyebrows-

eyes-nose-mouth and eyebrows-eyes-nose produced the highest

contribution. The other face parts combination produced a

similar error and overlapping-crossing each other. Overall, the

eyebrows and nose were a meaningful part of ArcFace.

Based on the Facevacs results, the lines were less overlapping

and crossing each other. The order of multi-part contribution

was eyebrows-eyes-nose-mouth, eyebrows-eyes-nose, eyebrows-

nose-mouth, eyebrows-eyes-mouth, eyes-nose-mouth, followed

by eyebrows-eyes, eyebrows-nose, and eyebrows-mouth. The

next order was eyebrows, followed by eyes-nose, nose-

mouth, and eyes-mouth. The order indicated that eyebrows

contained the most discriminative information for Facevacs.

Moreover, the combination of eyes-nose, eyes-mouth, and

nose-mouth contained less discrimination information than

eyebrows only.
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FIGURE 3

The non-discriminative texture and shape (NDTS) removed the original shape and texture using an average face. The seamless adaptation was

used to smoother the illumination of the cropped face parts.

Figure 6 showed the behavior comparison in

FNMR@0.01%FMR between four deep FRs. Each FR system

produced different behavior. ArcFace and Facevacs were less

sensitive to texture neutralization or texture removal. On the

contrary, DLIB and FaceNet responded to the NDT well. The

face parts played a similar role in all FR, except the mouth. The

reason was the dataset contained facial expressions. Overall,

the eyebrows’ texture is an important component of all FR.

The NDT experiment also indicated that the remaining face

component still has a big contribution to recognition, for

example, face geometry, face periphery, jaw, chin, forehead,

hair, ear, and background.

Inverse non-discriminative texture

Vice versa with the NDT experiment, the iNDT observed the

discrimination information in the face by neutralizing the whole

face except the certain area in the face parts, namely, eyebrows,

eyes, nose, and mouth. In other words, the iNDT experiment

remained the original face component on the average face. We

observed the performance of FR systems using the DET curve.

Figure 7 shows the behavior of all FR systems. In contrast to the

NDT experiment, the lower the error the higher the contribution

of the face part.

Based on the DLIB response to the iNDT, eyebrows and nose

texture played an important role. Both the individual part and

multi-part analysis showed a lower error on the combination

containing eyebrows and nose. The eyebrows-nose also played

a more important role for DLIB than eyebrows-eyes-mouth

and eyes-nose-mouth.

The different behavior on iNDT was shown by FaceNet.

The eyebrows-eyes-nose-mouth performance was similar to

eyebrows-eyes-nose. It indicated that the mouth was less

important than others. The face parts containing eyebrows also

produced a lower error than the face parts without eyebrows.

Thus, the eyebrows played an important role in the FaceNet

recognition system.

Based on ArcFace response to the iNDT, the results

were similar to DLIB. The eyebrows produced a lower

error than others. The combination containing eyebrows also

produced lower error than the face part combination without

eyebrows. Thus, the eyebrows texture contained important

discriminative information for ArcFace, followed by nose, eyes,

and mouth, respectively.

The commercial FR system Facevacs also had a similar

response to ArcFace and DLIB. However, the eyebrows-nose
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FIGURE 4

The modified morphing for NDS and iNDS face analysis.

FIGURE 5

Face part analysis of NDT experiment using DET.
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FIGURE 6

The behavior of deep FRs on NDT experiment.

FIGURE 7

Face part analysis of iNDT experiment using DET.

produced a better performance than eyebrows-eyes-mouth and

eyes-nose-mouth. It indicated that eyebrows and nose texture

contain strong discriminative information. The individual

results showed similar behavior, the eyebrows, followed by the

nose, played an important role in Facevacs.

The comparison of the iNDT response of four deep

FRs is shown in Figure 8. We presented the behavior at

FNMR@0.01%FMR. Based on the graph, the joining of eyebrows

and nose texture produced the best performance on all

FRs. However, the Facevacs produced a good recognition on
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FIGURE 8

The behavior of iNDT on four deep face recognition systems.

eyebrows-nose only, followed by DLIB and ArcFace. In contrast,

FaceNet produced the highest FNMR and did not work well on

individual face parts or multi-part texture recognition.

Non-discriminative texture and shape

The NDTS experiment removed the discrimination

information in the face part, especially the face part

geometry/shape and texture. The shape and pattern removal

completely excluded a certain face part using the average. We

observed how the deep face recognition systems responded

to the face without one or multi-parts. Figure 9 presented the

DET of face part removal analysis using the NDTS method. The

graph pointed out that the higher increase of error, the higher

the face part contribution to recognition.

Based on the DLIB graph, the individual face part analysis

showed that the nose shape and texture neutralization produced

the highest error, followed by mouth, eyebrows, and eyes,

respectively. Furthermore, the multi-parts analysis showed

the order of contribution, namely, eyebrows-eyes-nose-mouth,

eyebrows-nose-mouth, eyes-nose-mouth, eyebrows-eyes-nose,

eyebrows-eyes-mouth, and so forth. For the two-part analysis,

nose-mouth produced the highest error, but the eyebrows-

nose overcame at FMR = 10−4. It indicated that the nose

shape and texture contained the most important discrimination

information for DLIB.

Next, the FaceNet graph showed different behavior

compared to others. The mouth and eyes-mouth produced

the error less than the original image. It indicated that the

mouth was still a noise for FaceNet. Moreover, eyebrows and

nose played an important role for FaceNet. The face part

combination containing eyebrows and nose produced a higher

error than others.

Based on the ArcFace graph, the most important individual

face part was the eyebrows, followed by the nose, eyes,

and mouth, respectively. In addition, the multi-parts graph

showed the order as follows: eyebrows-eyes-nose-mouth,

eyebrows-eyes-nose, eyebrows-nose-mouth, eyebrows-

nose, eyebrows-eyes-mouth, and so forth. That order

indicated that eyebrows and nose played an important

role in the ArcFace recognition system, then followed by

other face parts. Moreover, the eyebrows-nose produced

a higher error than eyebrows-eyes-mouth and eyes-nose-

mouth, which means eyebrows-nose contained higher

discriminative information than eyebrows-eyes-mouth

and eyes-nose-mouth.

Based on the Facevacs results, the eyebrows were still the

most important part, followed by the nose, eyes, and mouth,

respectively. The behavior was similar to ArcFace. However,

the multi-parts combination produced a small difference of

error, for example, eyebrows-eyes-nose, eyebrows-eyes-mouth,

and eyebrows-nose-mouth that overlap and cross each other.

But they still had a higher contribution than eyes-nose-mouth.

The eyebrows-eyes, eyebrows-nose, and eyebrows-mouth also

produced a higher contribution than eyes-nose-mouth. So, the

shape and texture of eyebrows was the most valuable part

for Facevacs.

Overall, the NDTS experiment pointed out that the shape

and texture of the nose were the most important part of DLIB.

On the other hand, the shape and texture of eyebrows were the

most important part of Facenet, ArcFace, and Facevacs.
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Figure 10 showed the behavior comparison of NDTS in

FNMR@0.01%FMR between four deep FRs. Each FR system

produced different behavior. The Facevacs was less sensitive

to shape and texture removal. Although the eyebrows, eyes,

nose, and mouth were neutralized, Facevacs still worked well

to recognize the dataset. On the contrary, ArcFace, DLIB, and

FaceNet were more sensitive to the NDTS experiment. ArcFace

and FaceNet had similar behavior. On the other hand, DLIB

produced different behavior. Mouth shape and texture became

more important for DLIB. Similar to the NDT experiment,

FIGURE 9

Face part analysis of NDTS experiment using DET.

FIGURE 10

The behavior of NDTS on four deep face recognition systems.
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the NDTS experiment also indicated that the remaining face

component still has a big contribution to recognition.

Inverse non-discriminative texture and
shape

Then iNDTS remained the original face component

on the average face. The difference between iNDT and

iNDTS was the iNDT remained only the texture of the

face part, and iNDTS remained both the shape and texture

of the face part. The response of deep FRs to the iNDTS

is shown in Figure 11. For the inverse experiments,

the lower the error, the higher the contribution of

face parts.

The DLIB produced the lowest error on eyebrows-nose

and eyebrows-eyes-nose. The next lowest error were eyebrows-

eyes-nose-mouth, eyebrows-nose-mouth, eyebrows, eyebrows-

eyes, respectively. That order means that the most important

discrimination information was on the eyebrows and nose.

In addition, the eyebrows-nose had a better performance

than eyebrows-eyes-nose and eyebrows-eyes-nose-mouth. The

indication was the sensitivity of DLIB to facial expression in

the mouth and eyes because the iNDTS experiment removes the

whole discrimination information in the face except the certain

face part.

FaceNet produced a similar behavior to DLIB. The eyebrows

were the most important face part. Furthermore, the eyebrows-

eyes-nose produced a better performance than eyebrows-eyes-

nose-mouth. The behavior indicated that the mouth affected the

FaceNet as a noise. It means that FaceNet was sensitive to facial

expressions.

Based on the ArcFace results, the eyebrows played the

most important role, followed by the eyes, nose, and mouth,

respectively. Moreover, the order of multi-parts performance

indicated that ArcFace was more robust to facial expression. The

shape and texture of the mouth still played a role in recognition.

Next, based on the Facevacs results, the eyebrows were

the most important part for recognition. Even, the standalone

eyebrows produced a better performance than eyebrows-

eyes-mouth, eyebrows-mouth, eyes-nose, eyes-mouth, and

nose-mouth. The eyebrows-eyes-nose also produced a better

performance than eyebrows-eyes-nose-mouth. The behavior

indicated that Facevacs was also sensitive to facial expression.

Figure 12 shows the comparison of deep FRs response to

iNDTS experiment. Based on the graph, all FRs produced similar

behavior at FNMR@0.01%FMR. The eyebrows played the most

important role in recognition. On the contrary, the mouth

increased the FNMR on both individual parts and multi-parts.

FIGURE 11

Face part analysis of iNDTS experiment using DET.
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Non-discriminative shape and inverse
non-discriminative shape

The NDS experiment morphed the face geometry/shape to

an average face shape. On the other hand, the iNDS experiment

morphed the average face geometry into the original face shape.

The results of the NDS and iNDS experiments are shown in

Figure 13. The graph showed that the texture removal produced

a higher FNMR than shape removal on four deep FRs. Thus, the

texture played an important role in recognition. Furthermore,

Figure 14 showed the impact of the shape and texture of the

face part on recognition. The shape of eyebrows affected the

recognition performance higher than others. The shape of

eyebrows decreased the FNMR of iNDT significantly on both

FIGURE 12

The behavior of iNDTS on four deep face recognition systems.

FIGURE 13

The response of FRs to NDS and iNDS.
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FIGURE 14

The impact of texture and shape of face parts.

individual parts and multi-parts. On the other hand, the shape

of the eyes, nose, and mouth was less important to recognition.

Discussion and conclusions

This work presented an advanced way of face analysis using

the morphing and average face to address the lack of knowledge

on what parts of the face are important, especially on deep face

recognition systems. The lacks were the primitive ways to mask

the face parts produce artifacts, most of the attention is on the

eyes and eyebrows, and no extensive analysis in Deep Learning

Face Recognition systems. We introduced six advanced ways to

neutralize the discrimination information in the specific area of

the face, namely, NDT, iNDT, NDTS, iNDTS, NDS, and iNDS.

The face parts selection was done carefully by morphing without

introducing artifacts.

Based on the experimental results, the deep FRs produced

different behaviors in each experiment. The NDT and NDTS

removed the discrimination information in certain face parts.

The NDT pointed out that the eyebrows texture contained

the most discriminative information for recognition. On the

other hand, the facial expression in the dataset affected the

FaceNet that threatened the mouth texture as a noise. The NDT

experiment also indicated that the remaining face component

still has a big contribution to recognition, for example, face

geometry, face periphery, jaw, chin, forehead, hair, ear, and

background. Furthermore, the NDTS showed that the shape

and texture of the nose were important to DLIB. For FaceNet,

ArcFace, and Facevacs, the eyebrows’ shape and texture still

played the most important part in recognition.

The inverse of NDT and NDTS, that is, iNDT and iNDTS,

observed the role of certain face parts only without the

remaining face components. They neutralized the whole face

using the average face and replace a certain face part using

the original face parts. The iNDT showed that the texture of

eyebrows played an important role in recognition. Moreover,

the iNDTS pointed out that the texture and shape of eyebrows

contained the most discriminative information for recognition.

The iNDTS also showed that the ArcFace was more robust to

facial expression.

Furthermore, the contribution of texture and shape to

recognition was analyzed by NDS and iNDS experiments. The

iNDT and iNDTS also strengthened the role of texture and shape

in recognition. Based on the experimental results, the texture

was more important than the shape. However, the shape of the

eyebrows still contained significant discriminative information

for recognition.
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